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How NGA Chat Bot  
adds value: 

• Enable employees get access 
to their data, HR policies and 
info, do simple transactions, 
access KPI's, get access to 
processes and applications 
and change management. 

 
• Mobile enabled, Voice 

enabled conversational user 
experience. 

 

 

For more information visit 
www.ngahr.com/xtendhr 
www.sapappcenter.com  

  

 
Our proprietary XtendHR ‘apps’ are a fast, efficient and highly targeted answer to this dilemma by 
closing gaps in the native SuccessFactors landscape and opening up a world of possibilities while 
protecting Core HR processes and underlying system and data integrity. 

NGA Chat Bot: 

Create a conversational employee service experience at the very point that employees need 
support. Directly from their SuccessFactors homepage they can request support from HR to 
support their daily HR needs and processes and obtain fast responses in an emotionally engaging 
way to improve employee satisfaction with HR services, reduce ticket volumes by 30% and 
improve subsequent employee productivity by 5%. 

  

NGA Chat Bot —  
Improve Employee 
Satisfaction with  
HR Services 
Cloud HCM applications such as SuccessFactors are designed with business empowerment in 
mind, allowing organizations and their employees to enjoy an easy to use and consumer 
grade HR experience out of the box and according to the best practices observed over 
decades of experience. Partners like us keep helping organizations to configure these 
applications to ensure that this native functionality is deployed to best support their specific 
industry, process and regulatory needs. 
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At NGA HR, our mission is to innovate HR and payroll for today and tomorrow. We help our clients  
deliver seamless workforce services and empower HR as a strategic partner to drive data-driven decisions. As a result, 
HR leaders can offer better employee experiences, attract and retain talent more easily,  
manage the employee life cycle and support the globally connected, agile workforce. 

www.ngahr.com 
 

 
 
 
NGA Chat Bot Features: 

• Powered by Humanized AI with 100+ Intents 
• Mobile, Voice enabled 
• Internal and External facing 
• Works on top of different HR system 
• Respects configured HR Security, access and Authorizations 

 

 
 
 

 
NGA Chat Bot – The NGA Chat Bot can be accessible from 
Successfactors main screen.   

Why NGA Human Resources 
With more than 40 years of HR process experience and a proven 
partnership with SAP, NGA HR supports organizations in getting the 
most from their Cloud journey by bundling industry best-practices and 
driving efficiency.

 
 

ü Out of the box integration with SAP SuccessFactors 
Employee Central. 

ü Possibility to seamlessly integrate with other 3rd Party 
Systems*. 

ü Hosted on Industry Leading Enterprise Cloud Platform. 

ü Logs and tracks the feedback of the Works Council. 

ü Quick Analytics and Historical View of cases possible. 
 


